Overview

Silo Components
The reliable operation of silos is key to the smooth running of the entire concrete plant, and our comprehensive range
of high performance silo components safeguards the effectiveness of both the silo filling and discharging processes.
We select high quality components which are proven to last, reducing maintenance time, costs and work at height.
Tried and tested silo safety systems & components reduce the risk of overfill or excess pressurisation during filling.
The vast majority of our range is available ex-stock from our UK warehouse, ensuring fast despatch and low carriage
charges. We might even offer more than you think!
Fill pipe components
Unicone ends and Storz Couplings for tanker connection
Fill pipe lock offs and heavy duty fill pipe shut off valves
Abrasion resistant pipe bends - AlphaPipe hardweld and heavy gauge steel

Level control
Monitor Technologies continuous and point level sensors
Comprehensive range of rotary, capacitance, vibratory and tilt switches
SiloPatrol plumb-bob continuous measurement

Silo filters and filter spares
Silo venting filters - CSV ConicalAir and WAM SiloTop
Original CSV and WAM SiloTop filter cartridges and components
Comprehensive range of replacement filter cartridges for other makes

Silo safety systems and components
Silo safety system control panel and associated components
Pressure Relief Valves, mechanical pressure switches, failsafe high-level
probes, pinch valves
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Aeration equipment
Solimar aeration fluidisers, mini fluidisers, and external mounting assemblies
CAMS aerator nozzles with weldable socket
Aeration pads, discs and dry air compressors

Vibratory equipment
High quality vibrators from Vibtec, Italvibras and Findeva
Comprehensive range of electric vibrators and sizes
Pneumatic turbine, roller, ball, linear, and impacting vibrators

Butterfly Valves
Heavy duty cast iron and WAM aluminium models
Comprehensive range of accessories, including manual levers and pneumatic
actuators, micro switches, position indicators, solenoid valves & more

Efficiently transfer material from the silo

WAM Screw Conveyors
Comprehensive range of replacement components

Durable flexible connectors
Seamless rubber, clear polyurethane

VISIT CONSPARE.COM TO VIEW OUR FULL RANGE OF PRODUCTS
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